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- scientific communication is the same until the beginning on 21st century
- the copyrights is usually owned by publishers
- institutions/libraries pay for journals subscription
- researchers from some countries do not have access to recent scientific
research
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Open access in the EU
• the European Commission started with first activities in the area of 
scientific communication in 2004
• in 2012 EU accepts documents about open access 
• in 2014 Horizon 2020
– mandatory open access to all peer-reviewed publications from co-funded 
projects (OpenAIRE)
– the EU member states should do the same for the national 
research funding
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Benefits of open access and repositories
• efficient re-use of past research
• promotion of research results, researchers and the institutions
• possibility of increased citations
• encouragement of innovations
• sharing knowledge with students and general public
• 24/7 access 
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Repository SciVie
• financed contribution by EUFORINNO project 
• launched in 2013 (software eprints 3, adjustment Mira Trebar, Miha 
Peternel, UL FRI)
• Science de la Vie
– Slovenian Forestry Institute (SFI)
– Agricultural Institute of Slovenia
– National Institute of Biology
– Biotechnical faculty at University of Ljubljana, Department of Wood 
Science and Technology
• aim: meeting the requirements of EU co-financers
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User interface
• searching and browsing  
http://eprints.gozdis.si/
• SciVie is registered in the 
collections: OpenDOAR, 
RAOR and OpenAIRE
• statistics of usage 
• search in Internet 
browsers (e.g. Google 
Scholar)
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Statistics (january 2015 – sptember 2015)
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Collection of SciVie by SFI
• Acta Silvae et Ligni 
• Study reports
• recently published e-material (articles, monographs, datasets etc.)
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Journal Acta Silvae et Ligni
• Acta Silvae et Ligni (previously 
Zbornik gozdarstva in 
lesarstva) published since 
1957
• digitalization of old volumes 
and deposited into the 
repository
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Study reports, final research reports
• demanding digitalization process
• 324 already digitalized into PDF and TIFF
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Diverse binding, form 
Rebov I. Creative Commons
Priznanje avtorstva-Nekomercialno 
4.0 International licenco.
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…
• the oldest digitalizated study report is from 1955 
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TIFF, PDF
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Other recently published material
– monographs, book chapters
– articles
– datasets
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Copyright requirements
• meeting Slovenian and EU policy
• http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/search.php
• (pre-print, post-print, publisher pdf. version)
• http://eprints.gozdis.si/1277/ depozited proof version article
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Goals for the future 
• upgrading and maintenance of the user interface 
• deposit of study reports e-only
• increase researcher‘s awareness of open access and their 
active participation
• increase the number of participating institutions
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Thank you for your attention! 
Any question ?
irena.rebov@gozdis.si
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Viri
• Openaccess Slovenia. 
http://www.openaccess.si/razlogi-za-odprti-dostop/ (pregledano dne 13. 8. 2015)
• Javna razprava o osnutku dokumenta "odprti dostop v sloveniji 2015-2020: načela in določila 
glede odprtega dostopa do znanstvenih objav ter raziskovalnih podatkov v sloveniji v obdobju 




ju_2015_2020/ (pregledano dne 13. 8. 2015).
• Štebe J., Bezjak S., Vipavc Brvar I. (2015). Priprava raziskovalnih podatkov za odprti dostop : 
priročnik za raziskovalce, str. 2.
